out to one man being iann^l out to another, before the
of	to the f:r>t   hni expired  in order to get
additional funds; of rents hdim mlkrted with the assistance of troops ; of all polio- ar*d judicial powers being granted to the rent-collectors ; <;!'Continuous maltmit-ment of the tenantry; of great powt-r passing into the hands of sahukars who alone could supply the funds needed, and, In fact, of a whole chain o}'A circumstances which reflect no credit on any nne concerned, and constitute a record of anarchic* despotism unequstllcd in the history of almost any country in the world.
Better times dawned with the beginning of a settled administration under the aegis of Salar Jung.    With the
support from the British, often against the will of the
ruler, who thwarted many of his attempts at improvement and could sometimes be persuaded to agree only when the Resident stepped in, a reasonable system of administration was evolved. After much struggle and experiment, the areas directly under the Government were divided into districts. A district was divided into tehsils, and Government officers were made directly responsible for both collection of revenue and for other administration. Judicial reforms followed. The many wandering armies were destroyed, the right of punishment was restricted to the State and some kind of security of life and property was, for the first time after several centuries, made available to the masses. The land was surveyed and settled, reasonable assessments were fixed and attempts were made to repopulate deserted areas and increase cultivation. The power of the mercenary leaders in the city and elsewhere, which had often made itself felt by clamour and tumult to get its owe ends, was broken, and law and order restored.
In briei^ modern administration began and sank such fimot roots into the soil that the essential pattern has remained unaltered since that time, though there have been changes in the superstructure, especially at the ministerial level. Thus, the system which placed the entire responsibility of Government on the Prime Minister, was slightly modified to make room for other Ministers to help him. These were subsequently replaced by Amstaat Ministers and, much later, by a Council of Ministers* with the Prime Minister as President at its head. The essential principle, however, remained unaltered throughout. All the Ministers derived their authority

